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Sorrel Atkinson, former Chair of the Trustees of FFLAG
The newsletter that comes out after Pride month promised to be an interesting one. Across
the country local parents groups have made their presence known at Pride events, and FFLAG
has attended many of them as well. These are real family events for us and I am always proud
to attend with my own family as well as the FFLAG family. We have tried to report back on
as many as possible but if you attended a Pride that is not covered here then send us
something and we can put it in the next newsletter.
The sharp eyed amongst you will notice that my by-line has changed I am described as the
former Chair . In 2016 when I became Chair of FFLAG I agreed because there really was
no one else to do it and without a Chair the organisation would have folded. My plan was to
do it for six months. Here we are three years later and I am finally I able to step down. I am
remaining a Trustee, and FFLAG is still my passion, but things in our organisation have greatly
improved. Over the last couple of years, we have recruited several new Trustees, and several
new volunteers, who are able to take on some of the workload. FFLAG is still a small charity
but with big ambitions, I am confident that the new Chair will be able to work with the rest of
the Board to see those ambitions fulfilled. So I wish Hugh Fell, our new Chair all the very best.
You can read a short article about how Hugh came to be involved in FFLAG further on in the
Newsletter.
At our last Board meeting, as well as appointing Hugh to be our Chair, we also accepted the
resignations of a couple of our long-serving Trustees John Bedford and Bruce Kent. Both
John and Bruce will remain involved in FFLAG but no longer feel able to be Trustees. I want
to thank them for their hard work, and thank them for agreeing to stay involved. You can read
more about John and Bruce s involvement with FFLAG further on in the Newsletter.
On a personal note I wanted to say thank you to all those who have helped FFLAG during my
time as Chair, for sure I could not have done it without you. As I said earlier, I am remaining
as a Trustee so you will continue to hear from me in the future. I am still passionate about
the work we are doing and keen to continue supporting our LGBT+ loved ones with Pride .

The current board of FFLAG
Trustees, together with the
President.
(L-R standing): Sorrel Atkinson
and Hugh Fell
(Seated): Sarah Furley, Jenny
Broughton (FFLAG President),
Hilary Beynon and Janet Kent.
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Remembering Anne Patrizio
Joan Small BEM, from Parents Enquiry North East, writes
about her friend Anne Patrizio, who was a longtime leader of
Parents Enquiry Scotland, and who passed away earlier this
year.
In May of this year we received the very sad news that our
friend and colleague Anne Patrizio, of Parents Enquiry
Scotland, had died while on holiday in Italy. Anne and Joe will
be known by many in FFLAG. They regularly attended FFLAG
events, most recently the dinner in the House of Lords, and
also attended many London Pride events.
In Scotland in 1974, Marjorie Cameron had started up a
helpline for parents of LGBT sons and daughters. Anne upon
hearing that her son Jamie was gay contacted Marjorie. And,
in 1989 Anne and husband Joe took over and developed the
line into Parents Enquiry Scotland.

Anne Patrizio MBE

Over the years she took thousands of calls giving support to so many while also fighting
relentlessly for the rights of LGBT people in the Scottish Parliament.
In 2004, Anne was awarded an MBE by the Queen at Holyrood Palace in recognition of her
support of the LGBT community in Scotland.
Anne helped us in the setting up of Parents Enquiry North East (PENE) in 1995 giving us
such wisdom and good advice and she always referred to PENE as their sister organisation.
Much of my training took place in Edinburgh with Anne and we regularly attended Scottish
Prides together.
Anne became a close friend and we kept in touch regularly. She was a fun loving person and
over the years we certainly had many laughs together, as well as some tears.
Our thoughts go out to Joe and her family at this sad time. She will be missed by so many. I
particularly remember that she would often quote to parents "We can't change them so we will
just have to change the world".
Looking back, I think we can say that she managed to do
just that.

The Re iring Chair s Final Repor
A he T
ee Mee ing in J l Sorrel Atkinson stepped down as Chair. She gave her final
report to the Board. It was such a great summary of the last few years we reprint it below.
It has been three ears since I wrote m first Chair s Report, signing myself off as Interim
Chair . Somehow I morphed into Chair and I feel that now, as I come to the end of my term of
office, it would be an opportunity to look back on those three years. In this time I have had
the pleasure of welcoming four new Trustees and a new Treasurer. Hugh Fell joined the Board
of Trustees when I became Chair followed by Janet Kent, Hilary Beynon and Sarah Furley
and Peter Steel volunteered to become FFLAG s Treasurer. Virginia Field-Bennett and Jenny
Broughton both stood down as Trustees and Chris Herbert stood down as Treasurer. We are
so glad that Jenny remains as FFLAG s President.
I reflect back to the SWOT analysis session that Hugh facilitated on April 1st 2016. Although
I don t intend covering all the points raised, the SWOT anal sis makes a useful framework.
The strengths that were identified such as FFLAG s reputation and support of the LGBT
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community continue to grow. We know how valued our publications are, how often the website
is visited and the incredible number of times our booklets have been downloaded.
Another strength we identified was the commitment of volunteers . Now seems a fitting
moment to thank our small band of dedicated volunteers: Joan Small and her team who
continue to run the FFLAG national helpline, offering support to so many callers; Sue Allen
who works tirelessl updating and posting items on FFLAG s Facebook page; Ken Batty who
has taken up the role of events co-ordinator and producer of the FFLAG newsletter.
Whilst it is pleasant to reflect on our strengths, it is very important to look at the way we have
addressed some of the weaknesses that were identified. The lack of co-ordination with the
local groups was seen as a weakness and that is something that we have tried incredibly hard
to rectify. Hugh and Bruce met with all the groups who were happy to be visited. As a result,
we are building stronger relationships with those groups who want to engage. It is also good
to report that two new groups have been set up - FFLAG South Wales and FFLAG Cheltenham
- and that Bristol Family and Friends have decided to rename their group FFLAG Bristol.
We have listened to the groups, both during the consultation visits and feedback from the 25th
Anniversary Conference. We were asked to set up a closed Facebook group for the local
group leaders. We have done this, but it is disappointing to see how little it is used. We were
also asked to reinstate the online newsletter. It is now a valued tool for communicating with
the groups and we hope that we will have news of and contributions from a growing number
of supporters.
Another weakness that was identified was the low/small/trans/gender e perience . Again, we
have worked really hard to rectify this and look at the results! I think we can safely say that
we have addressed this and although there is no room for complacency, we have made and
will continue to make a difference to those looking for support for trans family and friends. The
two trans booklets 'A Guide for Family and Friends and How Do I Tell M Parents? are
something of which to be very proud.
We know that FFLAG has limited financial resources and have identified that as a weakness
- the threat of running out of money has been with us over the years. We are looking at how
to address this with the formation of our Income, Growth and Development Team. Over the
past three years we have been creative in exploring ways to secure more financial support
from being Herbert Smith Freehill s LGBT Charity Partner of the Year 2017 to benefiting from
the launch of Patrick Gale s latest novel in 2018.
We also know that one of our weaknesses is that we have no BAME input or experience.
Again it is not for want of trying. However our presence at UK Black Pride this month was an
excellent step forward and hopefully the beginning of new relationships that will help us to
offer support to wider groups of parents and their LGBT+ children.
It is good to be able to reflect back on some notable highlights of the last three years including
the International Conference of Parents with LGBTQI Children in Kiev in 2016, a Celebration
Dinner at the House of Lords in 2017 and FFLAG s ver successful 25th Anniversary
Conference Reaching for the Rainbow in 2018 and the launch of the FFLAG films.
We are so fortunate in our Patrons, and we readily identified them as one of FFLAG s
Strengths in the SWOT anal sis. Each of our Patrons offers so much support in different
ways. On this occasion I am thinking of Lord Cashman who gave so generously of his time
and spoke so movingly at our Reaching for The Rainbow Conference. And Sir Ian McKellen
to have him walk alongside the FFLAG banner at London Pride this month was truly
memorable and a very special way for me to end my time as Chair. There are exciting and
interesting times ahead. It will be good to be working with a new Chair and I shall be offering
them all my support. Thank you all for your support and together we will continue with our
mission of supporting families with LGBT+ members.
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Hugh Fell elected as new Chair of FFLAG
In July the Trustees elected Hugh Fell as the new Chair of FFLAG. We interviewed Hugh so
you can get to know a little more about him.
When did you first get involved with FFLAG?
When I lived in Manchester in the late 80s I was one of the founders of the Albert Kennedy
Trust the UK s LGBT outh homelessness charit now simpl known as akt. The driving
force behind the Trust was Cath Hall, who was very involved in Manchester Parents Group.
They were one of the organisations that set up FFLAG. When I stepped down from being an
akt Trustee Cath encouraged me to get involved with FFLAG. I have been a FFLAG Trustee
since 2016.
Was the akt your first involvement with an LGBT organisation?
I was secretary of the North West Campaign for Lesbian and Gay Equality that organised the
huge march in Manchester in February 1988 to protest against Clause 28.
The Clause,
which was put into the Local Government Bill, said that local authorities could not promote
homosexuality as a pretended family relationship . I was
outraged.
Claiming local authorities promoted
homosexuality perpetuated the myth that you could be
persuaded to be gay. Describing our relationships as a
pretend family was simply insulting. I, and many others,
felt that we had to do something about it.
I got very
involved in the Campaign and was delighted when the
march was the biggest protest Manchester had seen in
over 100 years. We were lead item on the evening news
indeed the BBC interviewed me on why we were
marching. I am a little embarrassed to say this is how my
parents got the confirmation of what I am sure they already
suspected that I was a gay man.
akt is celebrating 30 years this year

so it was founded the year after the great march?

akt was founded the following year when Cath Hall got a group of us together, most of whom
she knew through the North West Campaign, and encouraged us to take action to address
the problem of LGBT youth homelessness. Over the next ten years I had four young people
come to live with me. They were not able to live at home because of parental reaction to their
sexuality and so, through akt, I provided a home for them and I hope I was a role model for
how a gay man could live a happy life and be integrated into the community.
What is your involvement with akt now?
In 2016 I resigned after 25 years as a trustee to become the Trust s first President. l step down
from that role in October. I am very proud of akt and all the young people we have helped.
However, by getting involved with FFLAG I hope to lessen the demand for akt s services
How can FFLAG lessen the demand for the services of akt?
FFLAG works with parents, helping them come to terms with the fact their child is LGBT+. If
we do that the parents don t throw their child out of the house, where they are forced to rely
on akt. That is why FFLAG is so keen to work even more with parents of trans children, and
with people of colour, because we know that is where a lot of the referrals to akt come from.
So that is where FFLAG is most needed.
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You are not a parent of an LGBT+ child, how can you speak for parents?
Despite my informal fostering work for akt I am not a parent and I would never put myself
forward to represent the views of parents. FFLAG does a lot of work with families and speaks
out on behalf of the parents of LGBT+ children. However, behind that is an organisation run
entirely by volunteers that requires administration, organisation, financial support and so on.
The plan is that this back-office work is done by me and a group of other volunteers, freeing
up the parents in our organisation to do what only they can do support other parents and
speak out on their behalf. The Board of Trustees are confident that this model will work. Rest
assured I will not be speaking out on behalf of parents, that is definitely not my role.

Royal Support for LGBT charity
30 years ago Cath Johnson (then Cath Hall) called a meeting to get people to think about how
LGBT youth homelessness could be tackled. The outcome was the founding of the Albert
Kennedy Trust now called akt. Cath was also very involved in the Manchester Parents
Group and has been a trustee of FFLAG. In July she was invited to be part of a very special
day we asked her to tell us about it.
It started with a message simply to keep my diary free for a particular day but there was no
explanation why. I was informed it was top secret! It was with great excitement I eventually
learned that Prince William had decided to visit, and officially open, the new akt offices in
London. I was told that that His Royal Highness would like to know how the Trust began and
speak to some of the young people the Trust had helped. We have all seen in the media that
both he and Prince Harry are keenly interested in the emotional welfare of children and young
people. They had themselves suffered the trauma of losing their mother while very young.
I was there of course to explain how the akt began. The story
of shocked and frightened young people, rejected by parents
often at a minutes notice, engaged him fully. He understood
how this would lead to mental health problems and all the
other problems of homelessness, isolation and exploitation.
When the Prince then joined a group of our young folks on
the sofas some very frank and personal discussions took
place as they told their stories. One of the group asked about
the little ones, Princes George and Louis and Princess
Charlotte. Our young people were surprised to learn that
William and Kate had already had the conversation about
what if one of the children identified as LGBT+.
William was very relaxed when stating that they would be
totally fine about that and it would not be a problem. He
went on to say his biggest worry would be any hostile
reactions from others, bearing in mind the high profile nature
of their future lives.
What effect do I feel that this day will have had? Firstly, some
lovely exposure for akt and positive affirmation for our young
people. Also confirmation that William and Kate have no
hesitation in looking ahead, discussing all possibilities for
their children and are willing to engage, ask questions and learn what they can in order to be
the most supportive of parents.
Prince William s final words to the group were We must work to make society a better and
more welcoming place for LGBT youth . What an inspirational parent for others to follow.
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An afternoon for FFLAG at Springer Nature
In J ne, B ce Ken poke o aff a Sp inge Na e London headq a e
importance of being an ally to LGBT+ people in our personal lives.

abo

he

Springer Nature is a world leading research, educational and professional publisher employing
nearly 13,000 people in around 50 different countries. They wanted to encourage their London
staff to participate in London Pride on Saturday the 6th July and invited Bruce, representing
FFLAG, to address their London headquarters staff while recording the event and
broadcasting it live internally to staff.
Bruce emphasized the key role that heterosexual allies can play in supporting our LGBT+
families and friends. It s alread well known that LGBT+ people have more difficulties in many
areas of life than their heterosexual peers but not so well known that, amongst LGBT+ people
themselves, the level of family acceptance has a huge impact on important aspects of their
lives.
Research has shown, for example, that when it comes to young LGBT+ people believing that
thy can expect to have a happy adult life, only 35% of those whose families are non-accepting
of them do have that confidence, while a huge 92% of those whose families are totally
accepting of them, do.
Similarly, lifetime suicide attempts among LGBT+ people are 8 times greater among those
whose families are non-accepting than those whose families are fully accepting. In the same
way, the likelihood of them going on to use illegal drugs was three times greater if their families
were rejecting. (https://familyproject.sfsu.edu/publications)
These are horrific statistics which show how important is the support, acceptance and
understanding from close family and friends. Bruce
went on to show how, statistically, as a very
Based on current statistics, a
conservative level estimate, 3.5% of the wider
conservative estimate is that a
population are likely to be parents of LGBT+
huge 2,360,000 people in the
youngsters. So, Bruce pointed out, it is likely that
United Kingdom are already or will
around 450 staff at Springer Nature, are or will be
become parents of LGBT+
parents of LGBT+ youngsters, so, it behooves
offspring in their lifetimes.
everyone to look into the subject before it becomes a
huge issue when their precious child comes to them
to say, Mum, I m ga or Dad, I m not reall
a girl, I m a bo . This can be traumatic for
all concerned and if not handled well can
lead to unnecessary stress and upset and
possibly things being said that will later on be
regretted deeply.
Bruce emphasized the importance for them
of how you respond when they come out to
you. He gave some practical tips about what
to say and what not to say when someone
close to ou comes out to ou. Things like,
I m so proud of ou for telling me, and I
want to learn more. Perhaps you can help
me and most importantly, I love ou no
matter what. I will alwa s be here for ou.
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He also pointed out things that have been said
but would have been better left unsaid. Such
as, It s m fault isn t it? What did I do wrong?
and What made ou choose this? and It s
just a phase, ou ll get over it, and most
devastatingly, You re no child of mine. Get
out! We don t alwa s react as we think we
would when an emotional situation confronts
us. Looking into the subject now and coming
to understand the facts can save a lot of
heartache.
Bruce went on to give many tips for straight
allies and you may find one of our booklets
entitled A Guide for Famil & Friends useful.
Check out our website for your free copy.
(https://www.fflag.org.uk/)
One relates to
someone coming out as trans and the other
relates to someone coming out as lesbian, gay or bisexual. (The issues about gender identity
and sexual orientation are different although love and understanding and a willingness to learn
are common to both.)

Meeting of Families Together London
FFLAG i he na ional bod fo Pa en G o p , and a o nd he co n
he e is a network of
local organisations. One of these is Families Together London.
Janet Kent, one of our
Trustees, went along to one of their meetings in May. This is her report
I was privileged to attend Families Together London s parents meeting in Ma . After a ver
scrumptious shared lunch and meeting up with friends, we heard from a guest speaker from
the Charing Cross Gender Identity Clinic.
Laura Scarrone Bonhomme is a clinical psychologist and is one of the professionals who
carries out initial assessments for those seeking support from the Gender Identity Clinic. This
usually takes an hour.
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Some areas that are covered by the Gender Identity Clinic are:
Support for facial hair removal (if needed)
Ways to stop periods if this is considered psychologically better
Fertility some people choose to freeze their eggs or sperm. It is possible to have
sperm extracted surgically if preferred. More research needs to be done in this general
area.
Speech and language therapy
Psycho-social groups.
Access to hormones 2 assessments generally needed before hormones are decided
upon, sometimes more. It is important to know there is nothing wrong with who a
person is and, wherever possible, they are encouraged to share and explore this with
their families. The clinic supports social changes before hormone changes. It is not
all or nothing with hormones. It takes time and sometimes needs to be a ver small
dose, going step by step.
Surgery top and/or bottom - a variet of choices here depending on the person s
preferences and any medical conditions.
Advice on keeping safe. If there is physical or
verbal abuse report it!
Currently there are 5,000 active patients at the clinic and
onl 3 professionals providing therap . It s no wonder
many choose to go private.
We had a break for tea and delicious homemade cake,
made by one of the dads and then continued on in two
groups for further discussions. Laura kindly stayed on
in one of the groups so she could answer questions for
those parents who are particularly affected by what she
had shared.
There was certainly food for thought from this occasion
and hopefully each of us who were there will be more
sensitive and informed as we meet others coming to
terms with their child s gender/se ualit .
Laura also recommended some helpful books:
Jessica Kingsley Publishers (variety of gender publications)
How to Understand Your Gender: A Practical Guide for Exploring Who You Are by Alex
Iantaffi and Meg-John Barker. Foreword by S. Bear Bergman.
Velvet Rage by Alan Downs.
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about Trans (But Were Afraid to Ask) by Brynn
Tannehill.
Yes, You Are Trans Enough: My Transition from Self-Loathing to Self-Love by Mia
Violet
I would like to thank the parents at Families Together London for organising such a great
session and for making me feel very welcome. I would also like to thank Laura for running
such an excellent and informative session.
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FFLAG Cheltenham: 6 months of incredible activity
Jules Tayler moved from Hertfordshire to Cheltenham. She had been a very active member
of Families Together London and so decided to start a FFLAG group in her new hometown.
She has been incredibly tenacious at raising the profile of the new group. This is her report
on the year so far. You can find out more by emailing fflagcheltenham@gmail.com
Since the last newsletter, FFLAG Cheltenham has continued to promote the FFLAG message
that we are inclusive for all, (parents, families and all our rainbow famil ) and to promote our
existence.
February: we were invited to take part in the
Universit of Gloucestershire s LGBT Histor Month
event Can I come out now? in Cheltenham town
centre. Both the Mayors of Cheltenham and
Gloucester came along to support during the course
of the day.

The Mayor of Gloucester with Jules

The team at the University of Gloucester LGBT History Month event

April: FFLAG Cheltenham attended the National Star College (a specialist college providing
learning and transition services for students with disabilities) Transition Event. Meeting
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students was a delight and some very interesting conversations were had with health service
providers and carers from all around the country- most of whom had no idea that FFLAG
existed. You can learn more about the College at https://www.nationalstar.org/

A great group of volunteers from LGBT+ Partnership at National Star College

May: FFLAG Cheltenham was at Cheltenham s
Pride in the Park . This was organised b Pride
in Gloucestershire and was a first. It was a
glorious day in Pitteville Park and hundreds of
people attended. I had a lovely surprise when
Bruce turned up unexpectedly to support me.
We spent the day chatting to lots of people and
our rainbow heart stickers were in great
demand! Once again, the Mayor of Cheltenham
was there to support us all. Ne t ear s event is
already being talked about!

Jules, the Mayor of Cheltenham and Bruce Kent
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July: the LGBT+ Partnership and the Sober Parrot,
Cheltenham put on its first Open Mic night with donations for
FFLAG - £25 was raised. They are already saying that they
will do some more fundraising for FFLAG, which is
wonderful!

July also saw us attend the Midsummer Fiesta
in Cheltenham This was a fun family event
and we had lots of worthwhile conversations
particularly with people, who initially were
concerned about us being in proximity to their
stall. By the end of the day, they too were
wearing rainbow hearts and realised that we
are all just normal people! Getting out into the
communit and educating people is so ver
important. Putting a real face out there is vital.
Midsummer Fiesta in Cheltenham

Jules with volunteers from the LGBT+ Partnership and friends

FFLAG Cheltenham continues to support the Chatt Parrot Social monthl event for LGBT+,
straight allies and all good humans at The Sober Parrot Special FestivALL event on 30th July.
It really is great that FFLAG Cheltenham has the opportunity to be involved with the LGBT+
Partnership as it widens opportunities for us; we are set to continue engagement with the local
community, being visible both on the streets and in the socials. More events coming up in the
not too distant future, but that will be for next time!
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Auf Wiedersehen
At the last meeting of FFLAG board two long time Trustees, John Bedford and Bruce Kent,
retired. We asked Sorrel, who stepped down as chair at the same meeting, to reflect back
on their contribution.
I am so sorry that both John Bedford and Bruce Kent are standing down from the Board of
Trustees. We have all worked together as trustees for over ten years.

(L-R) Bruce and John with gifts from the other Trustees

Bruce and I joined the board at exactly the same time and shared our stories and experiences
of each of us having a gay son. I so admire the way Bruce has inspired others of faith to accept
their LGBT children. Different journeys but the same love. Bruce has worked tirelessly to build
FFLAG s parent support base. He has drawn up documents and guidelines for setting up new
parent support groups, group affiliation documents and guidelines for FFLAG Facebook
groups. He has also been one of the main drivers over the years in FFLAG becoming inclusive
for parents and their trans children. Beyond all this, he has spoken with passion about the
work of FFLAG at conferences and events across the UK and very notably at the International
Conference of Parents of LGBTQI Children in Kiev. And then there are the Prides attended,
Bristol FFLAG, prison visits the list is endless.
John has given so much as FFLAG s Secretar , sharing his words of wisdom and legal
expertise over the years. John is an amazing role model and has inspired me with his energy
and stamina. He is so generous with his time, supporting so many good causes and other
charities such as THT. We have been truly fortunate to have John as a trustee. It has been
great to be at events with John, whether a huge London Pride or a small protest rally in Bristol
against the persecution of gay men in Chechnya. Every year John has spoken at Bath
University LGBT Society talking of his experiences of living through times when it was not
acceptable to be out and proud and every year the feedback from the students is that his
talk is the highlight of their meetings.
Although they are standing down as Trustees, we are so pleased that both Bruce and John
will continue to be involved with FFLAG. Bruce will be taking on a new role of FFLAG
Ambassador, representing us at events and supporting FFLAG in various other ways. John
has kindly agreed to be Minutes Secretary and to continue hosting FFLAG s Board of Trustees
meetings at his home. So although we will miss you it really is Auf Wiedersehen Goodbye
until we see each other again. And a HUGE heartfelt thank you from us all!
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FFLAG at Pride events all around the UK

FFLAG attends many pride events around the UK and to give you a flavour of what it is like
we invited a whole cross section of people to write something for the newsletter. London
Pride is always a huge event for us and this year we had some new people marching with us.
You may remember in our last newsletter we talked about sending speakers to the LGBT+
conference at East London NHS Foundation Trust. One of the staff there put us in touch with
her mum and dad. They came along to Pride for the first time to march with FFLAG. We
a
i h Nicola epo .
Marching with FFLAG in this year's London Pride march was an
experience that both Charlie and I would not have missed for the
world. A chance to show support to the LGBT+ community, and
for us, solidarity with our daughter Rachael, of whom we are very
proud. It is a fantastic opportunity for parents and family members
to show in a real way support for their loved ones, a bridge that
crosses any divide where we can walk together with pride and
love.
Admittedly, we were slightly apprehensive on our journey to
London, not really knowing what we had let ourselves in for. After
all, we thought, Pride is for the LGBT+ community, not us, right?
Wrong!
It has to be one of the most inclusive, liberating events we have
attended. Those of us marching had time to chat, share
experiences and make new friendships. The wall of noise along
with the huge crowds supporting the event was simply
overwhelming (in a very positive way) and affirming.
Would we come along and support FFLAG next year?
In a heartbeat. We can't wait and urge all family and friends to
come along, enjoy the experience and make new friends.
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It was wonderful to be joined at London Pride by one of our patrons Sir Ian McKellen

Sorrel Atkinson has attended many Pride events, often with her gay son Jolyon.
them to both write a piece on what it was like to attend with the other.

We asked

I have been on parade at London Pride for the past 10 or 12 years, always looking forward to
this most moving and inspiring of days. The best thing for me is being with my son Jo and
feeling the glow of pride as I walk alongside him and the FFLAG banner.
At Pride events I alwa s wear a tee shirt with Proud of M Ga Son printed across the front.
It is something I had printed for the first Pride I went on and as the years go by and the printing
fades I get a new one made. I was completel bowled over a few ears ago when Jo said he d
get a tee shirt printed with Proud of M Straight Mum across the front. Those two tee shirts
are our Pride uniform.
The crowds at London Pride get bigger, louder and even more rainbow each ear. But what
stays with me the most are the quieter moments. The time when three young friends came up
to me and one of them said Please would ou give m friend a hug as her mum won t touch
her now that she knows she is a lesbian . As ou can imagine there were plent of hugs and
a few tears! And you see so many people in the crowd blowing you kisses or mouthing the
words Thank ou as the FFLAG banner passes. It is trul humbling to see how much FFLAG s
presence is appreciated.
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Ever ear I think London Pride can t get an better. But of course, it just did! To be joined on
the parade by our wonderful patron Sir Ian McKellen took this ear s Pride to a whole different
level. I had said the quieter moments stay with me but this year it will be the roar of the
crowds and their sheer joy at seeing their favourite actor that will stay with me for a very long
time!. Ian s kindness and generosity towards all who approached him and to the cheering fans
behind the barriers was truly remarkable
London Pride 2019 was the best yet and walking arm in arm with Jo as the parade made its
way through central London meant more than I can say. It is an honour to be able to stand up,
out and proud and very visibly supporting our LGBT+ children of whatever age.
Sorrel Atkinson

(L-R) Jolyon, Ian and Sorrel at London Pride 2019

This ear, more than ever, I have heard people ask Is it reall necessar to have Pride?
Yes! It is a celebration of who we are and a celebration that we are free to be who we are. I ve
been fortunate enough to live my life without hate, homophobia or discrimination. It is a
sobering thought to think that 50 years ago it was a very different story.
FFLAG, its Trustees and volunteers are some of the many thousands of family and friends of
the LGBT+ community who dedicate their time driving forward equality and acceptance of the
LGBT+ community.
Having the opportunity to join the Pride parade with FFLAG and walk with mum is my time to
thank her and FFLAG for their tireless dedication and support.
Jolyon Atkinson
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FFLAG at Black Pride in London
The day after London Pride we attended, and had a stall, at UK Black Pride. Black Pride, as
the name suggests is aimed at LGBT+ People Of Colour, but everyone is welcome. FFLAG
is very keen to reach out to the BAME community to find parents who are proud of their own
LGBT+ children and are willing to offer empathy and support to others. We had a great time
and asked Anne Harper, who helped staff our stall, to tell us about her experiences of the day.
A couple of years ago my daughter came out to me I promised that I would support her and
stand proud of her and join the next Pride march in London. Thanks to FFLAG, I was able to
join the Pride parade and discovered over the next few hours love, acceptance, support,
gratitude and heartbreak. Why the heartbreak? Because there were so many young (and not
so young) people applauding FFLAG, cheering FFLAG, not just because of what FFLAG
does for other parents, carers and families but because here were a group of people whose
children had been able come out to them and not be rejected. That moment changed my
perceptions of what it means to be out in the
twenty-first century, there has been some
progress yet still so much more to be done and
won.
When I first mentioned that I would be at Black
Pride I learned a lot about impostor syndrome
by proxy I was given quite a lot of teenage
sarcasm along the lines of do they know what
you look like? Being on the stall at Black Pride
was a complete contrast to the experience of
the Pride parade. On the parade there are
multiple magnificent yet fleeting moments but
Black Pride was a very personal and differently
precious experience.

Some of the thousands who attended Black Pride

From the moment I arrived I felt nothing but welcome, accepted and appreciated simply for
being there and offering support. It didn t seem to matter that I was from a different ethnic or
cultural background I was just a friendly face. Being there was easy and comfortable the
stall was a go-to destination for everything
from the detailed leaflets on how to lead a
coming out conversation to the heart
shaped rainbow stickers (a very big
favourite for everyone).
While there I was privileged to hear so
many stories: the one which stood out for
me was the young trans woman who had
asked her parents to join her in choosing
a new name for herself, on the basis that
this was a re-birth and parents choose the
name for their children. Hers had been a
long journey to understanding and
articulating who she was and how she
wanted to hold her place in the world. I
learned too of the sadness of some people who felt that they could never come out to their
parents or their community and the equal sorrow and anger of parents who loved their children
and live in an unaccepting community.
I am so glad that I went, and so grateful for every conversation that I had that day. Thank you
FFLAG, thank you Black Pride.
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We sometimes do not realise how difficult it can be for people of colour to come out in their
community. Similarly, their parents have to come out as parents of LGBT+ children and that
can be difficult too. After UK Black Pride, one of the black mums who attended dropped us
a note and it explains very well the challenges.
We all had a good time and I am so pleased our presence made a difference. It really was
an insightful experience and I was so shocked by the number of young people that attended.
It reall brought things home . I am not alone!!
I told a few of my friends that I attended, some responded negatively. One thing I am learning
from this journey is that I have to distance m self from friends who don t understand, value
those who have been very supportive and embrace my new friends, who have been brilliant!!

Bristol Pride
The FFLAG newsletter is committed to providing stories from as many Pride events as we
can. When budget allows we send two reporters and we managed to do that for Bristol
Pride. The first report is from Stella (age 9) and the second from Bruce Kent (age a secret).
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Stella waving her flags at Bristol Pride

~ ~ 0 ~ ~
An incredible 18,000 people took part in the parade this year, which filled the city centre streets
of Bristol to declare loudly and proudly that we are here and that prejudice and hate has no
place in our city.
In advance of the big
day the wonderful team
at
LUSH,
Cribbs
Causeway, invited us to
help promote Pride
2019 and FFLAG and
also Hida ah which,
like us, is a volunteerled charity which exists
to provide support and
welfare for LGBTQI+
Muslims and promote
social
justice
and
education about the
Muslim
LGBTQI+
community to counter
discrimination, prejudice
and injustice.
We were very glad to do this and so wrote on their shop window (along with many others)
about what Pride means to us. The main event was moved to the Downs this year to be able
accommodate another 10,000 visitors. The weather was perfect and the Community Tent that
we shared with many others was spacious, airy and buzzing with activity as people made their
way up the hill from Millennium Square.
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Steve, Janet and Sue at Bristol Pride

Another Connection!
Bristol Pride proved to be a great opportunity to meet up with old friends. FFLAG s former
treasurer Emily Kent met with Johnn Flanagan, Head of Supporter Relations at Peter s
Hospice Bristol. Emily used to work with Johnny.
St Peter s Hospice were taking part in Bristol Pride as official Pride Partners for the first time.
All 51 of St Peter s Hospice shops joined in the festivities, creating wonderful window displa s
and providing information and advice to customers about the Hospice s partnership with Bristol
Pride.
Caroline Mundy, Clinical Community Engagement Lead for
St Peter s Hospice, said: We were delighted to join Bristol
Pride as an official Pride Partner this year and celebrate our
support for the whole of our community.
St Peter s Hospice believes in equalit and that ever one is
entitled to the best quality end-of-life care and support. We
recognise and celebrate diversity, providing individualised
care for the whole person.
We are working to improve access to and understanding of
the services we provide. Bristol Pride enables us to show
our commitment to the local LGBT+ community and
continue building our relationships throughout Bristol and
the surrounding areas we serve. We are grateful to Daryn
Carter and his team for their tremendous work in creating
this festival.
Emil commented It was so lovel to meet with m old colleagues from St Peter s and FFLAG
and to be able to share this special and memorable da with them all.
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When we think of Pride we think of marches, and banners and floats. But for some that
approach is simply not possible. So Bruce and Janet Kent visited HMP Channings Wood in
Devon to support the Pride there.

2019 Pride at HMP Channings Wood near Newton Abbot, Devon
The prison s enthusiastic Equalities Officer, Lois Ta lor, invited Janet and Bruce Kent from
FFLAG to attend their annual Pride event on Friday 26th July. Channings Wood is a Category
C training and resettlement prison that houses a split site with regimes for mainstream and
vulnerable men.
The Pride was held in the vulnerable men s area but others from the main site were allowed
to join the celebration and over 50 attended throughout the day.
Bruce and Janet were able to speak to the men for over an hour about the work of FFLAG and
the needs that there still are in our society to support families, and especially parents, of LGBT
people. They shared how the pioneering work of Rose Robertson laid the groundwork for
Manchester Parents Group and others around the country to develop and eventually join
together to form FFLAG in 1993 and to become a registered charity at the turn of the century.
They shared how times are changing and of the great need there is today to support Trans
people and their families and how FFLAG is responding to that. A lively and informed
questions and answers session followed, and a number of men stayed behind for some
meaningful conversations while Channings Wood s resident band, Unplugged prepared for
their live music show, which was held outside in glorious sunshine. Janet said how
encouraged she was when Unplugged s lead singer, a trans woman, told us of how she
couldn t fault the support that she had received from the authorities at Channings Wood.
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Janet Kent is a Trustee of FFLAG and after attending several Pride events
around the country, she took the opportunity to write about them and to
encourage others to get involved.
STRONGER TOGETHER
Reflecting on the Pride season we have taken part in (and it is still continuing!), it becomes
evident how much we all need one another. Small things have an impact like Bruce going
along to support Jules in Cheltenham and being affected by the beautiful heart stickers which
she bought for Pride in the Park there and the fact that they went like hot cakes and drew
people to the FFLAG stall. And that Jules was so well supported by the LGBT+ partnership
there as well as the wonderful people from the Sober Parrot!
Of course, there was the amazing support from Sir Ian McKellen when he joined FFLAG on
the parade at London Pride. This amazing award-winning actor came out in 1988 to the
general public in a programme on BBC radio, not knowing how this would affect his career! In
fact, he has paved the way for so much change and become a role model for young LGBT+
young people. This was reflected in the way that the crowds reacted when they saw him.
The following day, we were able to go to Black Pride and it was a privilege to attend. We were
able to use Jules inspiration and give out large numbers of heart stickers and talk to man
people. At the same time, FFLAG was able to support FTL and Free to Be by talking to people
about the London groups and by giving out flyers. Hopefully, this will bear fruit for them. Then
again, we were encouraged that some mums from FTL who were attending Black Pride were
able to support us b talking to people at our stall. It s so great when we can get this message
out to more people by joining together.
Sue was invited to go to the Lush store at Cribb s causewa to raise awareness before Bristol
Pride and the staff are so encouraging and were getting people to write messages about what
Pride means on their window. They want us to go back in February for a charit pot and the ve
asked for 20 sashes for their staff to wear during that weekend! Also, the staff in Lush told us
about a group called Hidayah (a nationwide group ensuring that the voices of LGBTI+ Muslims
are heard and understood) as they were doing a charity pot for them and we hope to support
them in some of their events in the coming days. They have just signed up for our eNewsletter.
Then on to Bristol Pride where we were encouraged because some unexpected family
members walked with us and also a mum in the crowd who was moved by our banner asked
if she could join us! Obviousl , this can t happen in London due to high numbers and securit .
It was a joy to walk with some of the Mermaids parents because we have been able to build
friendships with them due to FFLAG supporting a parents group for Off the Record. Once we
were on the Downs and joining Sue, who had been running the stall, we again witnessed
Jules sticker idea coming into action, with huge numbers of people visiting our stall to get one
but also opportunities for some great conversations and large numbers of booklets being given
out and new connections being made.
If you are running an event where you could help us by promoting FFLAG, we would really
appreciate it and equally we may be able to help you. Let us know how your events go and
any ideas that you have to improve what can be done to help others. Let us know how you
worked with other groups and became STRONGER TOGETHER.
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The Newsletter
If you downloaded this newsletter from our website, or were given it by someone else you can
register to receive a copy by emailing comms@fflag.org.uk
The next newsletter is due out in early December so please send any articles, news items etc
with photos if possible to comms@fflag.org.uk

Can you help FFLAG?
FFLAG is a tiny charity run entirely by volunteers.
If you can, please help to secure our future by supporting us financially.

Standing
orders & Gift
Aid

Please download and complete the forms from the Downloads section
of our website www.fflag.org.uk/booklets-posters-forms/

Cheques

Please send cheques to PO Box 495, Little Stoke, Bristol BS34 9AP

Credit and
debit cards &
PayPal

Click the Donate Toda
www.fflag.org.uk

AmazonSmile

If you shop at Amazon, please make FFLAG your nominated charity for
us to receive 0.5% of the value of your eligible purchases. For more
details see: https://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/about

Give as you
Live

Shop at thousands of retailers including M&S, John Lewis and Tesco
either online or in store and make FFLAG your nominated charity for us
to receive 1.5% - 4% of the value of your purchases. For full details see:
https://www.giveasyoulive.com

S ppo ing Familie and o

button on an page of our website

LGBT+ lo ed one
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FFLAG, PO BOX 495, Little Stoke, Bristol, BS34 9AP
Website: www.fflag.org.uk

E-mail: info@fflag.org.uk

Registered in England & Wales. Charity no: 1079918
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